This is a volume about the homo patiens in the Graeco-Roman world: the ancient suffering man, woman, and child, their role in ancient medical encounters and in broader cultural contexts,1 as well as their relationship to the health providers and medical practitioners of their time. The participle patiens is used here in its etymological sense denoting the 'afflicted' , 'the suffering' person (who would be variously described in Greek as ho arrhōstos, ho nosōn, ho kamnōn, ho trōtheis, ho katakeimenos, or simply ho paschōn) and, as far as possible, freed from any Foucauldian connotations.2 The title of this collected volume, Homo Patiens: Approaches to the Patient in the Ancient world, stresses our particular interest in the ancient patient's view, while simultaneously alluding
groundbreaking manifesto about what he described as "the end of the social history of medicine".5 Most history of medicine, argued Porter, has been written in the form of grand stories of scientific progress and expanding knowledge, largely organised around a sequence of biomedical breakthroughs. Porter's article was the first call for a fundamental rewriting of the history of medicine, shifting the perspective towards the patient's point of view. Cooter, on the other hand, went as far as to declare the end of the social history of medicine and urged a radical re-consideration of the good old trusty categories of knowledge, science, scientific breakthrough, disease, and even the biomedical causes of death. Cooter's extreme position can be explained and justified if we consider the fact that the development of the history of the patient's view has in fact fallen far short of what was promised by Porter and others in the 1980's. It is the case, of course, that some steps in the right direction have been taken: for example, in the field of medical ethics emphasis has increasingly been laid on the 'power relations' between the sufferers and their healthcare providers-not least in certain areas of modern psychological theory. The move is not only theoretical but has an influence on operational strategies too, as is perhaps most evident in the area of psychotherapeutic and psychoanalytical practices, whereby patient narratives are increasingly valued as a fundamental diagnostic tool.6
